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Sr.
No. Question Option A Option B Option C Option D Correct 

Option
Mark

s

1 How many links are created when we creat 
a directory file? 1 2 3 4 B 1

2
A user creates a link to a file file1 using the 
following command “ln file1 file2”. Which 
of the following is not true?

file1 and file2 have the 
same inode numbers

The number of 
links for file1 is 
displayed as 1

The number of 
links for file1 is 
displayed as 2

The number of 
links for file2 is 
displayed as 2

B 1

3
here are two hard links to the “file1″ say hl 
and h2 and a softlink sl. What happens if 
we deleted the “file1″?

We will still be able to 
access the file with hl 
and h2 but not with sl

We will not be able 
to access the file 
with hl and h2 but 
with sl

We will be able to 
access the file with 
any of hl, h2 and 
sl

We will not be 
able to access 
the file with any 
of hl, h2 and sl

A 1

4 If two files on same partition point to the 
same inode structure they are called Soft links Hard links Alias Special files B 1

5 Deleting a soft-link Deletes the destination 
file

Deletes both the 
softlink and the 
destination file

Deletes just the 
softlink

backup of the 
destination is 
automatically 
created

C 1

6 Creation of hardlinks that point across 
partitions

is allowed only to root 
user

Can be done by all 
users

he effects are 
unspecified is not allowed D 1

7 Which command is used to change 
permissions of files and directories? mv chgrp chmod set C 1

8 Where can I find the printer in the file 
structure? /etc /dev /lib /printer B 1

9 Which of the following statement is true?
The cp command will 
preserve the meta data 
of the file

The sort command 
by default sorts in 
the numeric order

The mv command 
will preserve the 
meta data of the 
file

The command ps 
will display the 
filesystem usage

C 1
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10 What UNIX command is used to update 
the modification time of a file? time modify cat touch D 1

11
Which of the following time stamps need 
not exist for a file on traditional unix file 
system

Access Time Modification Time Creation Time Change Time C 1

12 Which command is used to set limits on file 
size fsize flimit ulimit usize C 1

13 Which option of rmdir command will 
remove all directories a, b, c if path is a/b/c –b –o –p –t C 1

14 Which represents the user home directory / . .. ~ D 1

15 f a file is removed in Unix using ‘rm’ then
The file can be 
recovered by a normal 
user

The file cannot be 
recovered by a user

The file can be 
fully recovered 
provided the 
sytem is not 
rebooted

he file will be 
moved to 
/lost+found 
directory and 
can be recovered 
only by 
administrator’s 
intervention

B 1

16 Executing the ‘cd ..’ command when at the 
root level causes

Error message 
indicating the user can’t 
access beyond the root 
level

Behavior is unix-
flavor dependent

Results in 
changing to the 
‘home’ directory

Nothing happens D 1

17 How do you rename file “new” to file 
“old”? mv new old move new old cp new old rn new old A 1

18 What command is used to copy files and 
directories? copy cp rn cpy B 1

19 When mv f1 f2 is executed which file’s 
inode is freed? f1 f2 new inode will be 

used
mplementation 
dependent B 1

20 Any file’s attribute information is stored in 
which structure on the disk inode Data blocks File blocks Directory file A 1
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21 The file permission 764 means

Every one can read, 
group can execute only 
and the owner can read 
and write

Every one can read 
and write, but 
owner alone can 
execute

Every one can 
read, group 
including owner 
can write, owner 
alone can execute

Every one can 
read and write 
and execute

C 1

22 The permission -rwxr–r– represented in 
octal expression will be 777 666 744 711 C 1

23 Effective user id can be set using following 
permission 777 2666 4744 1711 C 1

24 Effective group id can be set using 
following permission 777 2666 4744 1711 B 1

25 Sticky bit can be set using following 
permission 777 2666 4744 1711 D 1

26 The permission -rwSr–r– represented in 
octal expression will be 777 2666 4744 4644 D 1

27 The permission -rwxr-sr– represented in 
octal expression will be 777 2766 2744 2754 D 1

28 f user tries to remove (rm) a readonly file 
(444 permission), what will happen?

The file is removed 
successfully (and 
silently)

The rm command 
prompts for a 
confirmation, the 
command is 
successful upon 
confirmation

he rm command 
prompts for a 
confirmation, 
however the 
operation fails 
because of 
insufficient 
permissions

The rm 
command fails 
because of 
insufficient 
permissions

B 2

29 A user does a chmod operation on a file. 
Which of the following is true?

The last accessed time 
of the file is updated

The last 
modification time 
of the file is 
updated

The last change 
time of the file is 
updated

None of the 
above C 1

30 If the umask value is 0002. what will be the 
permissions of new directory 777 775 774 664 B 1

31

What is the command to set the execute 
permissions to all the files and 
subdirectories within the directory 
/home/user1/direct

chmod –r +x 
/home/user1/direct

chmod –R +x 
/home/user1/direct

chmod –f –r +x 
/home/user1/direct

chmod –F +x 
/home/user1/dire
ct

B 1
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32 The permission -rwxr-xr-t represented in 
octal expression will be 777 1755 1754 2754 B 1

33
With a umask value of 112, what is the 
default permission assigned to newly 
created regular file?

—x–x-wx -rw-rw-r– -r-xr-x-r– -rw-rw-r– D 1

34 Which command is used to assign read-
write permission to the owner? chmod a+r file chmod o+r file chmod u=rw file chmod og-r file C 1

35 Given the command $ chmod o-w datafile sets write permission to 
everyone for datafile

sets write 
permission to 
others for datafile

clears write 
permission to 
everyone for 
datafile

lears write 
permission to 
others for 
datafile

D 1

36

Which of these commands will set the 
permissions on file textfile to read and 
write for the owner, read for the group, 
and nothing for everyone else?

chmod 046 textfile chmod 640 textfile chmod 310 textfile chmod rw r nil 
textfile B 1

37
If you are a root user, how can you grand 
execute permission only for the owner of 
the file project1?

chmod +x project1 chmod u+x 
project1

chmod a+x 
project1

chmod U+X 
project1 B 1

38

A user executes the following command 
successfully:$ chmod +x file1.txt Which of 
the following is true of the output of this 
command?

he command results in 
adding execute 
permission to the user 
who ran this command

The command 
results in adding 
execute permission 
for the owner of 
the file

The command 
results in an error 
since the file is not 
an executable file

The command 
results in adding 
execute 
permission for 
all users (i.e., 
user,group & 
others)

D 1

39 What does chmod +t do? wrong syntax set effective userid 
for filename

set effective 
groupid for 
filename

set the sticky bit D 1

40
Which of the following umask settings 
doesn’t allow execute permission to be set 
by default on directory files

222 111 0 444 C 1

41
Which of the following umask settings 
allow execute permission to be set by 
default on regular files

222 111 0 None of the 
given choices D 1
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42 The command chmod 4777 a.out will set the suid bit of 
a.out

will set the suid bit 
of a.out only if the 
command is issued 
by root

is not a valid 
command

will set the 
sticky bit of 
a.out

A 1

43
Which of the following time stamps need 
not exist for a file on traditional unix file 
system

Access Time Modification Time Creation Time Change Time C 1

44 Which command is used to set limits on file 
size fsize flimit ulimit usize C 1

45 Which option of rmdir command will 
remove all directories a, b, c if path is a/b/c –b –o –p –t C 1

46 Which represents the user home directory / . .. ~ D 1

47 If a file is removed in Unix using ‘rm’ then
The file can be 
recovered by a normal 
user

The file cannot be 
recovered by a user

The file can be 
fully recovered 
provided the 
sytem is not 
rebooted

The file will be 
moved to 
/lost+found 
directory and 
can be recovered 
only by 
administrator’s

B 1

48 Executing the ‘cd ..’ command when at the 
root level causes

Error message 
indicating the user can’t 
access beyond the root 
level

Behavior is unix-
flavor dependent

Results in 
changing to the 
‘home’ directory

Nothing happens D 1

49 How do you rename file “new” to file 
“old”? mv new old move new old cp new old rn new old A 1

50 What command is used to copy files and 
directories? copy cp rn cpy B 1

51 When mv f1 f2 is executed which file’s 
inode is freed? f1 f2 new inode will be 

used
new inode will 
be used B 1

52 Any file’s attribute information is stored in 
which structure on the disk Inode Data blocks File blocks Directory file A 1
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53 . The file permission 764 means:

Every one can read, 
group can execute only 
and the owner can read 
and write

Every one can read 
and write, but 
owner alone can 
execute

Every one can 
read, group 
including owner 
can write, owner 
alone can execute

Every one can 
read and write 
and execute

c 1

54 When you use the ln command, which of 
the following occurs?

a file is created that 
points to an existing file

a file is created that 
is a copy of an 
existing file

a file is moved 
from one location 
to another

a file is renamed A 1

55 When you use the ln command, which of 
the following occurs?

a file is created that 
points to an existing file

a file is created that 
is a copy of an 
existing file

a file is moved 
from one location 
to another

a file is renamed A 1

56 srwxr-xrw- is a internet socket file unix domain socket 
file symbolic link shared file B 1

57 Binary or executable files are: Regular files Device files Special files Directory files A 1

58 The directory file contains File names & File Sizes File names & Inode 
Numbers

File names & 
Address

File names & 
Permissions B 1

59 Which directory contain device special files?/etc /etc/dev /root/bin /dev D 1

60 Which of the following is not a valid file 
type on Linux Socket Softlink Inode FIFO C 1

61 Which of the following is not correct 
statement regarding file types?

Hard links share same 
inode number

Soft links cannot be 
created across 
partitions

Socket files are 
Unix domain 
sockets

Character file is 
a special file B 1

62 Which are the two types of device files? Character & Block Character & 
Socket Block & FIFO Input & output A 1

63 Which is an example for character special 
file? Hard disk CD-ROM Terminal Memory C 1

64 Which is an example for block special file? Virtual Terminal CD-ROM Terminal Serial modem B 1

65 All device files are stored in which 
directory? /etc /bin /dev usr C 1

66 The permission -rwxr-xr-t represented in 
octal expression will be 777 1755 1754 2754 B 1
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67
With a umask value of 112, what is the 
default permission assigned to newly 
created regular file?

—x–x-wx -rw-rw-r– -r-xr-x-r– -rw-rw-r– D 1

68 Which command is used to assign read-
write permission to the owner? chmod a+r file chmod o+r file chmod u=rw file chmod og-r file C 1

69 Which command is used to check 
filesystem usage in a system? mount df du dd B 1

70 Which among the following allows fast file 
system recovery? Ext2 Journaling Caching Sysfs B 1

71
Which filesystem can be used to change 
certain kernel parameters at runtime using 
sysctl command?

Ext3 Sysfs Ext4 Procfs D 1

72 Filesystem for CDROM is: Ext3 Sysfs Ext4 Procfs C 1

73 Which file system has journaling capability? Ext2 Ext4 Isofs Procfs B 1

74 Which file contains the filesystems to be 
automatically mounted during boot? /etc/mount /etc/fstab /etc/inittab /etc/boot B 1

75 ____ is a directory (which should exist), on 
which to mount the file system Root Boot Mount-point Partition C 1

76 Which command is used to mount file 
system read only. mount –a mount –v mount –f mount –r D 1

77 Each process has unique fd table file table inode table data block table A 1

78 File descriptor table indexes which kernel 
structure? struct file strruct fs_struct files_struct struct inode A 1

79 What is the default number of files open 
per user process? 0 1 2 3 D 1

80 he file system information is stored in Boot block Super Block Inode Table Data Block B 1
81 Switch table is used by device special file directory file fifo link file. A 1

82 What is the use of fcntl function? locking a file reading the file 
descriptor flag

changing the file 
status flag all the above D 1

83 Which function can be used instead of the 
dup2 to duplicate the file descriptor? read() open() stat() fcntl() D 1

84 printf() uses which system call open read write close C 1
85 read() system call on success returns 0 -1 c) none C 1
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86 Which system call is used to create a hard 
link? hardlink link symlink ln B 1

87 namei() is ANSI C library function C library function System call kernel routine D 1

88 dup2(1,0)
closes the stdout and 
copies the stdin 
descriptor to stdout

closes the stdin and 
copies the stdout 
descriptor to stdin

will produce 
compilation error

None of the 
above B 1

89

What is stored in logfile as per below 
mentioned code if we execute ./a.out > 
logfile?nt main() {
int fd;
close(1);
fd = open(“logfile”,O_RDWR, 0744);
write(fd, “Hello”, 5);
printf(“World\n”);
return 0;
}

Hello HelloWorld World None B 3

90

For the below mentioned codeint main() {
int fd;
fd = open(“logfile”, O_CREAT|O_RDWR, 
0600);
lseek(fd, 5, SEEK_CUR);
write(fd, “Hello”, 5);
return 0;
},

5 1024 1029 1034 B 3
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91

Given a code snippet below? #define 
PERMS (S_IRUSR | S_IWUSR | 
S_IRGRP | S_IWGRP | S_IROTH | 
S_IWOTH)
int main() {
int fd1, fd2;
umask(0);
fd1 = open(“file1”, O_CREAT | 
O_RDWR, PERMS)
umask(S_IRGRP | S_IWGRP | S_IROTH | 
S_IWOTH);
fd2 = open(“file2”, O_CREAT | 
O_RDWR, PERMS)
return 0;
}

The newly created files file1 and file2 will 
have the permissions respectively

rw-rw-rw- r——– r——– rw-rw-rw- rw-rw-rw- rw——-None of the above C 3
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92

Below is the codeint main() {
int fd1, fd2;
struct stat buff1, buff2;
fd1 = open(“1.txt”, O_RDWR);
fd2 = open(“2.txt”, O_RDWR | 
O_APPEND);
lseek(fd1, 10000, SEEK_SET);
write(fd1, “abcdefghij”, 10);
write(fd2, “abcdefghij”, 10);
fstat(fd1, &buff1);
fstat(fd2, &buff2);
printf(“ %d %d”, buff1.st_size, 
buff2.st_size);
return 0;
}Before running the program, the file 1.txt 
and 2.txt size is 20 each. What is the 
output?

30 30 100020 20 100030 30 100010 30 D 3

93

ode snippets str1=”45678\n”
str2=”123\n”
f1 = fopen(file1,RDWR,RWX)
f2 = fopen(file1,RDWR,RWX)
write(f1,str1,len_str1)
write(f2,str2,len_str2)

o/p:

12378 123(newline)8(new
line)

123(newline)78(ne
wline)

45678(newline)1
23(newline) B 2

94

Code snippet (file1 size is 2024)f1 = fopen 
(file1, RDWR, RWX)
lseek(f1,1024,SEEK_SET) 
write(f1,buf,10)
What is offset now.

1024 1034 2034 2054 B 1

95 what is file system Seqenceof bytes Sequence of bits sequence of kilo 
bytes

sequence of 
megabytes A 1

96 The parent directory is known as root bin user none of these A 1
97 user on unix system is alled as unique user super user special user all of these B 1
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98  the different pemissions asociated with 
files are read write execute all ofthese D 1

99 The  command - in ls represents accessibility of a file permissin on the 
file reead execute B 1

100 The administrative information of a file is 
stored in vnode dnode inode snode C 1

101 The -t option to ls is used for sort according to time sor according to 
date

sort according to 
name

sort according to 
size A 1

102 The systems internal  name to file is id i-number pid pid_t B 1

103 The first tow bytes in each directory entry 
are 

connection between id 
and name

connection 
between name of 
file and its contents

connection 
between if and its 
contents

Connection 
betweeen id and 
contents

B 1

104 The rm command removes directory entries removes inodes removes names removes files A 1
105 primary parts oc c comipler is in /dev /lib /bin /etc B 2

106 The basic program such as who and ed 
resids  in /dev /lib /bin /etc C 1

107 various administrative fils such as password 
file in /dev /lib /bin /etc D 1

108 Short lived files created during execution 
are stored in /tmp /lib /bin /etc A 1

109 which of following features of UNIX may 
be used for IPC signals ipes semaphores all of these D 1

110
In a system 5 peole are currently using VI 
editor, then no. of currosonding rocesses 
will be

1 5 2 0 B 1

111 the command echo welcome >/dev/tty
echoes welcome in all 
the gtermonals that are 
switched on

echoes welcome in 
all the terminals 
which are logged 
on

echoes welcomes 
only in terminal in 
which it is run

a&c D 1

112 dev/nul it is a file has write operation 
for all  built in dest bin all of these D 1

113 The advantage of binary files over text file 
is It is Compact It can be accessed 

faster.
They are more 
reliable All of these D 1
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114
UNIX uses ls to list files in a directory. The 
corresponding command in MS 
environment is

lf listdir dir None of these C 1

115
For some file the access permissions are 
modified to 764. Which of the following 
interpretation is valid:

Every one can read, 
group can execute only 
and the owner can read 
and write.

Every one can read 
and write, but 
owner alone can 
execute.

Every one can 
read, group 
including owner 
can write, owner 
alone can execute

None of these C 3

116 Which directory under the root contains 
the information on devices /usr/bin /dev /usr/peripherals/de

v /etc/dev B 2

117
Which option makes the command to ask 
the user for confirmation before removing 
each file

rm-i rm-r rm-f rm-rf A 1

118 which opttion deletes all files in the current 
directory and all its subdirectories rm-i rm-r rm-f rm-rf B 2

119 which option is used for forcing removal 
operation rm-i rm-r rm-f rm-rf C 3

120 which option in used for deleting 
everything in current directory and below. rm-i rm-r rm-f rm-rf D 2

121 which command is used for renaming a file mv cp rm cv A 2

122 which command is used for displaying 
contents of a file mv cp rm cv B 3

123 which command is used for copying a file mv cp rm cv C 2

124 Which command is used to  determine a 
type of file infile file  wc cp B 3

125 Whcich command is used for word count infile file  wc cp C 1
126 The command for changing file owener is chown chgrp chmod cher A 2

127 The command for changing group owner is chown chgrp chmod cher B 3

128 The vi editor is working in which mode of 
following command input ex all of these D 2

129 command mode allows operation of copy and delete cut and copy paste and delete copy and cut A 3

130 Input mode is used for to show text to copy text to provide 
command all of these A 2
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131 ex mode is used for handling files and 
erform substitution copy and delete to show text to hide text A 2

132 :x is used for saving and editing editing and 
aborting writing saving A 2

133 :q is used for saving and editing editing and 
aborting writing saving B 2

134 :w is used for saving and editing editing and 
aborting writing saving D 3

135 !cmd is used for saving and editing editing and 
aborting

to runs cmd and 
return to 
command prompt

saving c 2

136 which of the following are archive 
command tar -c tar-x tar-t all of these D 2

137 which command is used for creating an 
archive tar -c tar-x tar-t all of these A 1

138 whicj command is used for displaying file in 
archieve tar -c tar-x tar-t all of these C 3

139 which command is used for extracting file 
sfrom arcieve tar -c tar-x tar-t all of these B 2

140 Which command is used for specifying 
archieve arch tar -c tar-x tar-t #NAME? D 2

141 the file access permission types are r-- read w-- write x-- execute all of these D 3

142 it --- means no permission execute only writable only writable and 
executable A 2

143 it --- x means no permission execute only writable only writable and 
executable B 3

144 it -w- means no permission execute only writable only writable and 
executable C 2

145 it -wx means no permission execute only writable only writable and 
executable D 3

146 it r-- means readable readable and 
executable

readable and 
writable

readable, 
writable and 
executable

A 3
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147 it r-x means readable readable and 
executable

readable and 
writable

readable, 
writable and 
executable

B 3

148 it rw- means readable readable and 
executable

readable and 
writable

readable, 
writable and 
executable

C 2

149 It rwx means readable readable and 
executable

readable and 
writable

readable, 
writable and 
executable

D 2

150 Following are the categories of chmod s-user u- user g- group o other all of 
these 3

151 The command that can be used to restrict 
incoming messages to a user is Halt Mesg Grep Sleep B 3

152 The sort command in UNIX Used to sort a file
Used to sort the list 
of files in a 
directory

Both A and B None of the 
abov A 2

153 Which of the following keys is used to 
replace a single character with new text? S s C B 2

154 Which command is used to remove a 
directory? rd rmdir dldir rdir B 3

155 The tail command in UNIX 
Can be used to look at 
the tail or bottom of the 
file

Can be used to 
display the list of 
last 10 files in the 
current directory 

Can be used to 
display the list of 
last 15 in the 
current directory 

None of the 
above A 2

156
Which command is used to change 
protection mode of files starting with the 
string emp and ending with 1,2, or 3?

Can be used to look at 
the tail or bottom of the 
file

chmod u x emp[l-3] chmod u r ??? 
emp chmod 222 emp? B 1

157 Which command will be used with vi editor 
to append text at end of line? IS–X IS IS–1 IS–f–X B 2

158 Which command is used to display the 
device name of the terminal you are using? who stty tty ls C 3

159 Which command allows you to view your 
file 24 lines at a time ? More Cat None of the above Pg A 2
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160 Which of the following is not a 
communication command? Write Mail Mesg Grep D 3

161 Which command is used with vi editor to 
move the cursor to the left? i j k h D 3

162 The tar command in UNIX 
Used to create 
compressed archives of 
directories and file

Used to extract 
directories and files 
from an archives 

Both A and B None of the above C 3

163 Which of the following commands is used 
to rename a file? Rename Remove MV Ren C 2

164 Which of the following calls never returns 
an error? Getpid Ioct1 Fork Open A 2

165 Which command is used to display a file 
contents in octal form? cd of od oct C 3

166 Which of the following is not a 
communication command? write mail mesg grep D 3

167
Which of the following commands is used 
to count the total number of lines,words 
and characters contained in a file? 

count p wc wcount count w B 3

168 The cc command makes a total of 1 pass 2 pass 3 pass 4 pass D 2

169 Which of the following commands is used 
for an automatic remainder service? Write Calender Mail Mesg B 2

170 The Unix command used to find out the 
number of characters in a file is nc wc chcnt c B 2

171
In a system ,if 5 people are currently using 
vi editor ,then the number of corresponding 
processes will be 

1 5 3 0 B 3

172 Which set option is used with vi editor to 
display line numbers on screen? nm nu ic li B 3

173 Which command will be used with vi editor 
to move back to the beginning of a word b e a w A 3

174
Command_________compares two files 
byte by byte and displays the first 
mismatch. 

cmp comp cmap None of these A 2
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175 Which of the following file names can be 
found in more than one directory? Passwd Bin Date None of the 

above A 2

176 An attempt to read from locked file,results 
in Prematured termination A deadlock An indefinite wait None of the 

above D 2

177 The cat command is used to Print a file Display a file Capture a file Copy a file B 3

178
Which of the following system calls 
transforms an executable binary file into a 
process? 

Fork Exec Ioct1 Longjmp B 1

179 If cat x ,prints garbage ,then x is probably a Data file Binary file Text file Source file B 1

180 Mounting a file system results in the 
loading of Boot block Super block i-node table All of thes B 2

181 The advantage of binary files over text files 
is that It is compact It can be accessed 

faster 

Many commands 
assume the named 
file to be a binary 
file 

They are more 
reliable D 1

182 Which of the following are not system 
calls? Chmod Open Lseek Getc D 1

183 When a process makes a system call ,its 
mode changes from User to kernel Kernel to user Restricted to 

unrestricted 
Unrestricted to 
restricted A 3

184 Which of the following tools can be used to 
keep track of evolving version of a file? Make Yacc SCCS dv C 2

185 Profilers are 
Tools that analyze the 
run time behavior of a 
program 

Tools that check C 
code for cross file 
consistency 

Tools that keep 
track of evolving 
versions of a file 

None of the 
above A 3

186 The first thing that is searched when a 
command references a file is its i node i node number Permission None of the 

above B 2

187 Which of the following files contains 
information related to password aging? hadow Profile Password All of these C 3

188
Which of the following sections of an 
executable binary file has all uninitialized 
data items? 

BSS Data Header Symbol A 2

189 Which of the following are character 
special files? Terminal Printer Modem Tape drive B 3
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190
To allow only one user to work with a 
particular file at a particular time ,one has 
to 

Semaphore Critical region Locking Dedicated mode C 2

191 When the read system call encounters EOF 
,it returns Some positive integer Some negative 

integer 0 -1 C 3

192 Profilers are 
Tools that analyze the 
run time behavior of a 
program 

Tools that check C 
code for cross file 
consistency 

Tools that keep 
track of evolving 
versions of a file 

None of the 
above A 1

193 The file that stores an integer as a sequence 
of characters is a Text file Data file Binary file Core A 2
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